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Devices based on
nanowires are
emerging as a pow-

etection and quantification of biological and chemical species are critical to many areas of health care
and the life sciences, from diagnosing disease to the
discovery and screening of new drug molecules.
Central to detection is the transduction of a signal
associated with the selective recognition of a species
of interest. Several approaches have been reported
for the detection of biological molecules, including ELISAs (1),
surface plasmon resonance (SPR; 2), nanoparticles (3), chemically sensitive field-effect transistors (CHEMFETs; 4, 5), microcantilevers (6), and carbon nanotubes (7, 8). Although advances
have been made with each of these methods, none has yet
demonstrated the combination of features required for rapid,
highly sensitive multiplexed detection of biomolecules.
Nanostructures, such as nanowires (NWs) (9 –12) and nanocrystals (13, 14), offer new and sometimes unique opportunities
to develop novel sensors. The diameters of these nanostructures
are comparable to those of the biological and chemical species
being sensed. Therefore, they represent excellent primary transducers for producing signals that ultimately interface to macroscopic instruments. In particular, inorganic NWs and nanocrystals exhibit highly reproducible electrical (11, 15 –22) and optical
(13, 14) properties.
The size-tunable colors of semiconductor nanocrystals together with their highly robust emission properties offer advantages over conventional organic molecular dyes for labeling
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and optical-based detection of
biological species (13, 14).
The combination of tunable
the direct detection
conducting properties of semiconducting NWs (16–20) and
of biological and
the ability to bind analytes on
chemical species,
their surface yields direct,
label-free electrical readout,
including low conwhich is exceptionally attractive for many applications
centrations of pro(23 –31). We discuss representeins and viruses.
tative examples in which these
new sensors have been used
for detecting a wide range of
biological and chemical species. Moreover, we show how advances in the integration of nanoelectronic devices enable multiplexed detection and thereby
provide a clear pathway for diverse and exciting applications.
erful platform for

NW field-effect sensors
Detectors based on semiconductor NWs are configured as fieldeffect transistors (FETs), which exhibit a conductivity change in
response to variations in the electric field or potential at the surface (11, 23, 25). In a standard FET, a semiconductor, such as
p-type silicon (p-Si), is connected to metal source and drain electrodes through which a current is injected and collected, respecJ U LY 1 , 2 0 0 6 / A N A LY T I C A L C H E M I S T R Y
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diameters as small as 2–3 nm (9 –11, 35). They can be
prepared as p- or n-type materials and configured as
FETs (Figure 1b) that exhibit electrical performance
characteristics comparable to or better than those
G
G
achieved in the microelectronics industry for planar
S
D
S
D
p-Si
p-Si
silicon devices (18, 20, 21). These characteristics are
also highly reproducible because they can be well controlled during growth, in contrast to the properties of
(b)
carbon nanotubes (20).
S
The high-performance switching characteristics of
SiNWs are among the most important factors that affect
D
sensitivity. The 1D morphology of these nanoscale
S
structures overcomes the sensitivity limitations of earlier planar FET sensors. The binding of biomolecules to
the surface of the NW leads to depletion or accumulation of carriers in the bulk of the nanometer-diameter
(c)
structure, versus only the surface region of a planar device (23). This unique feature of semiconductor NWs
provides sufficient sensitivity to enable the detection of
Buffer
single viruses (28) and of single molecules in solution.
However, because these are field-effect devices, detec(d)
PDMS channel
tion sensitivity depends on the ionic strength of the
Fluid outlet
Fluid inlet
solution.
A general sensing device can be configured from
high-performance NW FETs by linking NW receptor
Chip
groups that recognize specific molecules to the surface
of the NW (Figure 1c). Because SiNWs have native
Platform
oxide coatings, this receptor linkage is straightforward;
extensive data exist for the chemical modification of silicon oxide or glass surfaces from planar chemical and
FIGURE 1. NW FET sensors.
biological sensors (36). When the sensor device with
(a) Schematic of a p-type FET device. S, source; D, drain; and G, gate electrodes; VG, gate
surface receptors is exposed to a solution containing a
voltage. (b) (left) Transmission electron microscope images of a 20-nm-diam single-crystal
SiNW and (right) an optical image of a SiNW device. (c) Schematic of a NW device configmacromolecule, like a protein, that has a net negative
ured as a sensor with antibody receptors (blue); binding of a protein with a net negative
(or positive) charge in aqueous solution, specific bindcharge results in an increase in the conductance. (d) Prototype NW sensor biochip with
ing will lead to an increase (or decrease) in the surface
integrated microfluidic sample delivery.
negative charge and an increase (or decrease) in contively (Figure 1a). The conductance of the semiconductor be- ductance for a p-type NW device. As a proof of concept, we have
tween the source and the drain is switched on and off by a third, developed a flexible integrated NW sensor platform that incorgate electrode that is capacitively coupled through a thin dielec- porates SiNWs with well-defined p- or n-type doping; source and
tric layer (32). In the case of a p-Si or other p-type semiconduc- drain electrodes that are insulated from the aqueous environtor, applying a positive gate voltage depletes carriers and reduces ment, so that only processes occurring at the SiNW surface conthe conductance, whereas applying a negative gate voltage leads tribute to electrical signals; and a mated microfluidic channel for
to an accumulation of carriers and increases the conductance. delivery of solutions (28, 29 ; Figure 1d).
The dependence of the conductance on gate voltage makes FETs
natural candidates for electrically based sensing, because the elec- The prototypical case of pH
tric field resulting from the binding of a charged species to the The first demonstration of the use of NW field-effect devices to
gate dielectric is analogous to the effect of applying a voltage detect analytes in solution occurred in 2001 with the sensing of
with a gate electrode. This idea for sensing with FETs was intro- hydrogen-ion concentration or pH (23). Figure 2a illustrates a pduced several decades ago for CHEMFETs (4, 5, 33, 34 ), al- SiNW device that was transformed into a pH sensor by modifythough the limited sensitivity of previous planar devices has pre- ing the silicon oxide surface with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane;
cluded them from having a large impact as chemical or biological this yielded amino groups at the NW surface along with the natsensors.
urally occuring silanol groups of the oxide on the NW surface.
Semiconductor NWs composed of silicon or other materials The amino and silanol moieties functioned as receptors for hyalso can function as FET devices (11, 16, 18 –22). Silicon NWs drogen ions by undergoing protonation and deprotonation re(SiNWs), one of the best-characterized examples of semicon- actions that changed the charge density on the surface of the
ducting NWs, can be prepared as single-crystal structures with NW. Significantly, p-SiNW devices modified in this way (Figure
4262
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propyltriethoxysilane (Figure
2c). In this case, only the
pH
silanol group can function as a
receptor for hydrogen ions.
Measurements of the conduc- FIGURE 2. NW pH sensors.
tance as a function of pH (a) Schematic of an amino-functionalized NW device and the protonation and deprotonation equilibria that change the surshowed two different response face charge state. (b) Changes in NW conductance as the pH of the solutions delivered to the sensor varies from 2 to 9.
regimes (Figure 2d). This was (c) Schematic of an unmodified NW sensor containing silanol groups and the protonation and deprotonation equilibria.
not the case with NW surfaces (d) Conductance of an unmodified SiNW device (red) vs pH. The dashed green curve is a plot of the surface charge density
for silanol groups on silica.
that contained both amino
and silanol receptors; then, the conductance change was small at protein via adenosine triphosphate (ATP; 39). Deregulation of
low pH (2–6) but larger and comparable to Figure 2b for high the phosphorylation process has been linked to several diseases,
pH (6 – 9). Moreover, the pH-dependent changes in conduc- including cancer (39). To configure NW sensor devices to screen
tance were in excellent agreement with previous measurements inhibitors, we linked the Ab1 tyrosine kinase to the surface of
of the pH-dependent surface charge density derived from silica SiNW FETs and investigated the binding of ATP and the com(37). This comparison clearly demonstrated that the sensing petitive inhibition of ATP binding with organic molecules, such
mechanism was indeed due to a field effect.
as the drug Gleevec (27). In this configuration, binding (or inhibition of binding) of the negatively charged ATP to Ab1 linked
at the SiNW surface was detected simply as an increase (or deA tool for drug discovery
Identification of organic molecules that bind specifically to pro- crease) in the conductance of the p-type NW device; this is analteins is central to the discovery and development of new phar- ogous to the pH studies discussed earlier.
Data recorded from Ab1-modified p-SiNW devices showed
maceuticals and to chemical genetic approaches for elucidating
complex pathways in biological systems (38). An example is the reversible, concentration-dependent increases in conductance
identification of molecular inhibitors of tyrosine kinases, which upon introduction of ATP solutions (Figures 3a and 3b). The inare proteins that mediate signal transduction in mammalian cells creases in conductance were consistent with the binding of negthrough the phosphorylation of a tyrosine residue of a substrate atively charged ATP to Ab1 (27). Of perhaps greater importance
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mutation site in the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane receptor gene showed
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that the conductance increased after
addition of a 60-fM wild-type DNA
4
sample solution. The rise in conductance for the p-SiNW device was con0
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the type of sequence specificity demonstrated in this experiment is critical for
the development of the NW devices
FIGURE 3. NW sensors for drug discovery.
that can detect genetic modifications
(a) Time-dependent conductance G curve at different ATP concentrations for a NW modified with the kinase
associated with disease.
Ab1. Regions 1, 2, and 3 correspond to 0.1, 3, and 20 nM ATP, respectively. Arrows indicate the points where
the solution was changed. (b) G vs ATP concentration for an Ab1-modified SiNW (red) and a SiNW without Ab1
Several other features of NW-based
(black). (c) Structures of four small molecules that competitively inhibit the binding of ATP to Ab1 and the control
DNA sensors deserve mention. First,
molecule biotin. (d) Normalized conductance data showing the relative inhibition of ATP binding.
the studies of the conductance change
versus the concentration of the target
has been the ability to quantify inhibition of ATP binding by sequence demonstrated that direct electrical detection was possiGleevec and other small molecules (Figure 3c). Plots of the nor- ble down to at least the 10-f M level. This detection limit is 2–5
malized conductance recorded from Ab1-modified p-SiNW de- orders of magnitude better than that demonstrated by existing
vices showed reversible decreases in conductance due to com- real-time measurements, including SPR (40), nanoparticle-enpetitive inhibition of ATP binding by the different small hanced SPR (41), and the quartz-crystal microbalance (42), for
molecules (Figure 3d). Notably, the conductance decreases at DNA detection. The high sensitivity of NW sensors is expected
constant small-molecule concentrations depend strongly on the because the diameters of these sensors are comparable to the size
molecular structures, with Gleevec > A1 > A2 > A3; the control of the DNA molecules being sensed and because significant sigmolecule, biotin, shows essentially no change above background, nal changes will be induced by the binding of a small number of
as expected (27 ). These studies demonstrate the substantial ad- DNA molecules on the surface of a single NW. Second, indevantages of NW detectors over existing methods for rapid, direct, pendent SiNW devices exhibit very similar changes in conducand high-sensitivity analysis of binding and inhibition with a tance with increasing DNA concentration. Device-to-device reproducibility is an important validation of the potential of SiNWs
minimal amount of protein receptor.
for development as integrated sensors.
The potential of NW arrays as activity-based diagnostic tools
Detection of DNA and DNA enzymatic processes
Biological macromolecules, such as nucleic acids and proteins, is illustrated in an orthogonal nucleic-acid-based marker assay inare generally charged in aqueous solution and can be readily and volving the detection of the activity and inhibition of telomerase,
selectively detected when appropriate receptors are linked to the a eukaryotic ribonucleoprotein complex that catalyzes the addiNW’s active surface. SiNW field-effect devices have been used to tion of the telomeric repeat sequence T TAGGG to the ends of
detect single-stranded DNA: The binding of this negatively chromosomes (29, 43, 44). Telomerase is inactive in most norcharged polyanionic macromolecule to p-type NW surfaces leads mal somatic cells but active in ≥80% of known human cancers
to an increase in conductance (26). Recognition of the DNA tar- (45); thus, it is a potential marker and therapeutic target for canget molecule was carried out with complementary single-strand- cer detection and treatment. The NW telomerase assay (Figure
ed sequences of peptide nucleic acids (PNAs; 40). PNA was used 4a) is remarkably simple and detects the presence or absence of
as the receptor because the uncharged PNA molecule has a telomerase simply by monitoring the NW conductance after degreater affinity and stability than corresponding DNA recogni- livery of a sample cell extract to the device array (29). Addition
tion sequences at low ionic strength (where NW sensitivity is of deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) further allows for
monitoring of activity through an increase in conductance due to
greater).
Studies of p-SiNW devices modified with a PNA receptor de- the incorporation of negatively charged nucleotides near the NW
signed to recognize the wild-type sequence versus the F508 surface.
A1
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strength and, thus, show that NW
sensors are not restricted to low-ionicstrength conditions.
Significantly, our telomerase activity
measurements are distinct from and
advantageous compared to current approaches (46, 47 ) because our approach does not require PCR amplification to achieve high sensitivity. In
addition, the fact that telomerase inhibitors can be directly screened speaks
to the versatility of NW detectors and
of our telomerase assay. This point was
demonstrated clearly through investigations of the inhibition of telomerase
elongation activity in the presence of
azido deoxythymidine triphosphate
(AZTTP; 29, 48), a known reverse
transcriptase inhibitor (29, 48; Figure
4c). Taken together, these studies
clearly show the sensitivity and selectivity of NW sensors for telomerase detection and activity in biological cells.

Multiplexed real-time detection of proteins

In 2001, the first example of electrical
detection of proteins in solution with
nanostructures was reported by our
(a) Schematic of telomerase binding and activity assay. (b) Conductance vs time for oligonucleotide-modified
group with p-SiNW devices (23). Bip-SiNW devices after the introduction of solutions containing (points 1 and 3) extract from 100 HeLa cells, (point
2) all 4 dNTPs, and (point 4) deoxycytosine triphosphate only. (c) Conductance vs time after the introduction of
otin, which binds with high selectivity
solutions containing (point 1) extract from 100 HeLa cells and (point 2) all 4 dNTPs, each at 0.1 mM, and 20-µM
to streptavidin, was linked to the oxide
AZTTP. Inset is a plot of the inhibition of elongation vs AZTTP concentration.
surface of the NWs and used as a binding receptor. When solutions of strepConductance data recorded from p-SiNWs modified with tavidin were delivered to NW sensor devices modified with bioligonucleotide primers showed well-defined conductance de- otin receptors, the conductance increased rapidly to a constant
creases after delivery of the HeLa cell extract (points 1 and 3, value and was stable after the addition of pure buffer solution.
Figure 4b). These decreases corresponded to the selective bind- These results were consistent with the net negative charge on
ing of the positively charged telomerase at the surfaces of the streptavidin at the pH of these experiments (i.e., causing accuNWs in the array (29). Notably, concentration-dependent stud- mulation of carriers in the p-SiNWs) and the very low dissociaies showed that binding was readily detectable to at least the 10- tion rate of the streptavidin–biotin complex, respectively.
More recently, we explored the use of NW devices for the decell level without amplification. No signal was observed with an
extract from 100,000 normal human fibroblast cells or heat-de- tection of multiple proteins simultaneously in a single, versatile
natured HeLa cell extracts; this suggests that the signal is spe- detection platform (29). One important application is the multicific to the presence of active telomerase (29). The primer-mod- plexed detection of protein biomarkers, which are thought to
ified NW arrays were also effective in monitoring the enzyme’s have the potential to greatly improve the diagnosis of diseases
activity (point 2, Figure 4b). After initial telomerase binding, (49). The availability of multiple biomarkers is believed to be esdNTPs were added, and an increase in the device’s conductance pecially important in the diagnosis of complex cancers because
was observed. The increase can be explained by the incorpora- disease heterogeneity makes single-marker tests, such as the
tion of negatively charged nucleotide units on the NW surface analysis of prostate-specific antigen (PSA), inadequate (50). The
during the telomerase-catalyzed process. This conclusion is analysis of patterns of multiple cancer markers might provide the
strongly supported by several control experiments (29), which information necessary for robust diagnosis of any person within
demonstrated that no significant conductance increase was ob- a population (51). Moreover, detection of markers associated
served after the telomerase binding step in the absence of with different stages of disease pathogenesis could further facilidNTPs (point 4, Figure 4b). These measurements were all car- tate early detection, which is especially important for successful
ried out in solutions with relatively high (millimolar) ionic cancer treatment.
FIGURE 4. Real-time detection of DNA and DNA reactions.
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proach is that the metal electrodes defined by conventional lithography do not need to be registered
to individual NWs in an array to achieve a high
yield of devices; only the position of the electrodes
relative to a group of aligned NWs needs to be
(b)
fixed. An example containing >100 independently electrically addressable devices is shown in Figure 5b. The active NW sensor devices are confined
to a central rectangular area that overlaps with the
microfluidic sample delivery channel (green).
Critical to the success of any integrated nanoelec(c)
(d)
1.8
tronic array is the reproducibility of the device elNW1
1800
ements within the array. Measurements made on
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1.6
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NW FET arrays have demonstrated very re1
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4
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producible, high-performance properties (20, 53).
1400
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As a first step, the single biomarker PSA was
NW2
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detected by modifying NW elements with the
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1.2
1000
monoclonal antibody PSA-Ab1. Sensitivity limits
0
900 1800 2700 3600
Time (s)
were determined by measuring conductance
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0
(f)
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(e)
changes as the solution concentration of PSA was
2.25 1
2
3 4 5 6
varied. Figure 5c (NW1) shows a well-defined
2.10
conductance increase and a subsequent return to
NW1
1.95
baseline when PSA solution (point 1) and pure
NW2
buffer (point 2) are alternately delivered through
1.80
the microfluidic channel to the devices. Notably,
1.65
NW3
these data show that direct detection of PSA is
routinely achieved with S/N >3 for concentra0 2000 4000 6000 8000
tions down to 75 fg/mL or ~2 fM (29).
Time (s)
The reproducibility and selectivity of the NW
(g)
devices
were further demonstrated in competitive
2
3
4
1.8 1
binding experiments (Figure 5c, points 3 and 4),
NW1
in which no conductance changes were observed
1.7
after delivery of concentrated bovine serum albuNW2
1.6
min (BSA) solutions or solutions containing both
PSA and PSA-Ab1 (to pre-block PSA). Our basic
0
2000 4000 6000 8000
array design enables the incorporation of different
Time (s)
types of addressable NWs, so a second control
FIGURE 5. NW arrays for multiplexed protein sensing.
was carried out in parallel with a p-SiNW device
(a) Illustration of NW array fabrication. (b) Optical image of a portion of a NW array; the blue
passivated with ethanolamine (NW2, Figure 5c).
boxes show one row of individually addressable elements; the red box highlights a single device.
(c) Data recorded simultaneously from 2 p-SiNW devices; NW1 was functionalized with PSA-Ab1,
Simultaneous measurements of NW1 and NW2
and NW2 was modified with ethanolamine. Vertical lines correspond to times when solutions of
show that well-defined concentration-dependent
(point 1) 9 pg/mL PSA, (point 2) 1 pg/mL PSA, (point 3) 10 µg/mL BSA, and (point 4) a mixture of
conductance increases were only observed in
1 ng/mL PSA and 10 µg/mL PSA-Ab1 were added. Black arrows correspond to the points at which
NW1 upon delivery of PSA solutions; no rethe solution was switched to buffer in (c), (d), (f), and (g). (d) Complementary sensing of PSA with
p-type (NW1) and n-type (NW2) NW devices. Vertical lines correspond to addition of PSA solusponse was observed for NW2. This simple imtions of (points 1 and 2) 0.9 ng/mL, (point 3) 9 pg/mL, (point 4) 0.9 pg/mL, and (point 5) 5 ng/mL.
plementation of multiplexing represents a robust
(e) Schematic of array detection of multiple proteins. (f) Simultaneous detection of PSA, CEA, and
means for discriminating against false positive sigmucin-1 with NW1, NW2, and NW3 functionalized with antibodies for these compounds. Protein
solutions of (points 1 and 2) PSA, (points 3 and 4) CEA, and (points 5 and 6) mucin-1 were delivnals arising from either electronic noise or nonered sequentially to the array. (g) The drop of blood on this finger corresponds roughly to the quanspecific binding (29).
tity required for analysis. Conductance vs time data recorded for the detection of PSA in donkey
In another demonstration of the multiplexing
serum samples with (point 1) buffer, (point 2) serum, and (points 3 and 4) serum and PSA. NW2
capability of the arrays, distinct p-type (NW1)
was passivated with ethanolamine.
and n-type (NW2) device elements were incorpoWe fabricated electrically addressable arrays by a process that rated in a single sensor chip. The data recorded simultaneously
uses fluid-based assembly of NWs to align them and set their av- from both device types (Figure 5d) show an increase/decrease in
erage spacing over large areas (11, 20, 52, 53). Photolithography conductance when PSA solution is delivered to the p-type/nand metal deposition define interconnections to a large number type devices and a subsequent return to the baseline with the deof individual NWs in parallel (Figure 5a). A key feature of this ap- livery of buffer. The complementary electrical signals provide a
4266
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with high sensitivity and selectivity
with NW arrays modified with distinct antibody receptors (Figure 5e).
Different receptors can be selectively deposited on the different areas of
a sensor array chip by the microarray
technique widely used for proteomics studies (54). SiNW devices
functionalized with monoclonal antibody receptors for PSA (NW1),
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA;
NW2), and mucin-1 (NW3; 29)
were used to demonstrate this critical capability. Conductance measurements were recorded simultaneously
Time
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from NW1, NW2, and NW3 as different protein solutions were sequen(b)
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tially delivered to the device array.
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The result was multiplexed, realtime, label-free detection of marker
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proteins with sensitivity to the femNW1
tomolar level and ~100% selectivity
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(Figure 5f).
Effective cancer diagnosis will reNW2
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quire rapid analysis of clinically rele2
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vant samples, such as blood serum. A
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key test of NW arrays, therefore, is
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their performance when confronted
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with such a real-world sample. We
studied PSA in undiluted serum
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samples that were desalted in a rapid
and simple purification step (29).
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The desalting step was necessary to
NW1
reduce solution ionic strength to
900
achieve high detection sensitivity.
0
800
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2400
3200
Conductance versus time was reTime (s)
corded simultaneously from NW1,
which was modified with PSA-Ab1
FIGURE 6. Detection of single viruses.
receptor, and NW2, which was passi(a) Schematic of a single virus particle binding to and unbinding from the surface of a SiNW device that was modivated with ethanolamine. Serum that
fied with antibody receptors. For each step, the corresponding time-dependent change in conductance is shown.
(b) Simultaneous conductance and optical data recorded for a SiNW device after the introduction of influenza A
contained 59 mg/mL total protein
solution. (c) Schematic of multiplexed single-virus detection. Conductance vs time recorded simultaneously from
(without PSA) did not lead to an apNW2, which was modified with antibody for influenza A (red), and NW1, which was modified with antibody for adepreciable conductance change relanovirus (blue). Black arrows 1– 4 correspond to the introduction of adenovirus, influenza A, pure buffer, and a 1:1 mixtive to the standard assay buffer; howture of adenovirus and influenza A. Small red and blue arrows highlight conductance changes corresponding to the
diffusion of viral particles past the NW surface without specific binding for influenza and adenovirus, respectively.
ever, serum that contained PSA led
to concentration-dependent consimple yet robust means for detecting false positive signals from ductance increases only for NW1 (Figure 5g). Well-defined
electrical noise or nonspecific binding of protein: Real and selec- conductance changes were observed for PSA concentrations as
tive binding events must show complementary responses in the low as 0.9 pg/mL, which corresponds to a concentration 100
p- and n-type devices. The presence of correlated conductance billion times lower than that of the background proteins in the
signals, which occur at points when the buffer and PSA–buffer sample. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that NW
solutions are changed, in both devices clearly illustrates how this sensor arrays can be used to detect multiple cancer markers rapmultiplexing capability can be used to distinguish noise from idly with high sensitivity and selectivity in undiluted human
serum. Note that the detection can be carried out on as little as
protein binding signals (29).
Finally, multiplexed detection of distinct marker proteins, to a drop of blood instead of the several milliliters needed for curfacilitate pattern analysis for diagnosis (51), can be carried out rent analyses.
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Pushing sensitivity: Detecting single viruses
Although these studies show exquisite sensitivity unmatched by
existing label-free sensor devices, they do not define the ultimate
sensitivity of NW FET devices. To address this critical issue, our
group recently studied the detection of viruses, which are among
the most important causes of human disease and are agents for
biological warfare and terrorism (55, 56). Our goal was to determine whether the ultimate limit of one single entity could be reliably detected (28).
The underlying concept of
our experiments is illustrated
in Figure 6a. When a virus particle binds to the antibody reThe fact that these
ceptor on a NW device, the
conductance of that device will
nanowire sensors
change from the baseline
transduce chemical
value; when the virus unbinds,
the conductance will return to
and biological
the baseline. Significantly, delivery of highly dilute influenbinding events into
za A virus solutions, ~80 aM
or 50 viruses/mL, to p-SiNW
electronic and
devices modified with monoclonal antibody for influenza A
digital signals
produced well-defined, discrete conductance changes
suggests the
(Figure 6b) that are characteristic of the binding and unpotential for a
binding of a single positively
charged influenza particle
highly sophisticated
(28).
Definitive proof that the
interface between
discrete conductance changes
observed in these studies were
nanoelectronic and
due to detection of the binding
and unbinding of an individual
biological information
entity was obtained from simultaneous optical and electriprocessing systems.
cal measurements with fluorescently labeled influenza viruses
(Figure 6b). These data
showed that as a virus diffused near a NW device, the conductance remained at the baseline, and only after the virus bound at
the NW surface did the conductance drop in a quantized manner
similar to that observed with unlabeled viruses; as the virus unbound and diffused from the NW surface, the conductance returned rapidly to the baseline. These parallel measurements also
showed that a virus had to be in contact with the NW device for
an electrical response to be obtained. This result suggests that it
will be possible to develop ultradense NW device arrays without
cross talk, where the minimum scale is set by the size of the virus.
The initial multiplexing experiments consisted of different,
multiple NW sensors modified with antibody receptors specific
for different viruses (28). Specifically, p-SiNW devices were modified with monoclonal antibody receptors specific for either influenza A (NW2) or adenovirus (NW1). Simultaneous conduc4268
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tance measurements were obtained when adenovirus, influenza
A, and a mixture of both were delivered to the devices (Figure
6c). First, delivery of adenovirus, which is negatively charged at
the pH of the experiment, yielded positive conductance changes
for NW1; the “on” time was similar to that for the selective binding and unbinding in single-device experiments. As expected,
well-defined binding and unbinding events were not observed
from the NW device modified with the influenza A virus receptor (NW2).
Second, delivery of influenza A solutions yielded negative
conductance changes for NW2, similar to single-device measurements in Figure 6b, whereas well-defined binding and unbinding events were not observed on NW1. Finally, in a mixture of
both viruses, selective binding and unbinding responses for adenovirus and influenza A were unambiguously detected in parallel by NW1 and NW2, respectively, at the single-virus level.

Conclusions and future directions
We have shown that NW-based field-effect sensor devices modified with specific surface receptors represent a powerful detection
platform for a broad range of biological and chemical species in
solution. Several key features set these devices apart from other
sensor technologies available today: direct, label-free, real-time
electrical signal transduction; ultrahigh sensitivity; exquisite selectivity; and the potential for integration of addressable arrays.
The examples described in this article show clearly the potential
of these devices to significantly impact disease diagnosis, genetic
screening, and drug discovery as well as serve as powerful new
tools for research in many areas of biology.
However, some limitations also exist. An intrinsic limitation
of field-effect devices is that the detection sensitivity depends on
solution ionic strength. Because blood serum samples have high
ionic strength, diagnostics will require a simple desalting step before analysis to achieve the highest sensitivity (29). A practical
constraint of this technique for other research groups might be
the fact that the synthesis and fabrication of NW biosensor devices require some technologies that are not common to traditional analytical chemistry and biology laboratories. However,
with the increasingly common interdisciplinary nature of research within academics and industry, we believe that the methods for device fabrication will be within reach. We predict that
more groups will eventually be able to exploit this technology
through development of expertise within their laboratories or
collaboration.
In addition, we believe that these advances could be developed at the commercial level in simple NW sensor devices that
would represent a clear application of nanotechnology. For example, advances in capabilities of assembling larger and more
complex NW sensor arrays and integrating them first with conventional and later with nanoscale electronics for processing will
lead to exquisitely powerful sensor systems that could enable the
dream of personalized medicine. Moreover, the fact that these
NW sensors transduce chemical and biological binding events
into electronic and digital signals suggests the potential for a
highly sophisticated interface between nanoelectronic and biological information processing systems.
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